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I
n a rather special corner of London 
next to the Thames is the home of 
Marthe Armitage, octogenarian 
wallpaper designer extraordinaire. 
An old red brick wall wraps around 
her home and continues on past 

other homes where some of her children live. 
Binker, a perky Jack Russell Terrier, scuttles 
between the family homes, keeping a weather 
eye on the whole.

In this somewhat idyllic spot, Marthe Ar-
mitage has lived, brought up her family, and 
designed and hand-printed wallpapers for 
many decades. She is now ably assisted by 
her daughter Jo Broadhurst. Marthe mar-
ried architect Edward Armitage in the early 
1950s when she was just 20. She soon had 
three small children and was feeling her way 
toward something that would satisfy her cre-
atively—something that might fit in with the 
inevitably frantic and fluid hours that child-
raising requires.
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Having studied painting at the Chelsea School of Art, 
Marthe instinctively began creating art. First she cut lino 
to make family Christmas cards. Back then, lino was a 
much more common tool for artists, and some, like Peggy 
Angus, were already making lino-printed wallpapers. It 
was an understated start to Marthe’s wallpaper story; she 
was making wallpaper for her home, spurred by a prosaic 
wish for patterned walls. Her creations were never in-
tended for public consumption. She was under no com-
mercial pressure and she designed wallpapers holistically, 
inspired by her beautiful and unusually bucolic London 
surroundings—plants, flowers, the pagoda at Kew gar-
dens and people at play around Chiswick House, all local 
to where she lived. Her wallpapers papered her own walls. 
Friends often liked what they saw and ordered some from 
her. Word of mouth kept things ticking.

When her husband died in 1992, Marthe thought she 
would give up wallpaper. Her daughter Jo, who trained 
as an architect, began to help out—first out of necessity 
and then out of interest. Jo does all the wallpaper print-
ing these days, as it is heavy and precise work. They use 
a grand old lump of a lithographic press that is over 100 
years old and dominates their small studio. It takes wran-
gling beyond Marthe’s strength these days. Jo is also 
starting to design her own wallpapers. At age 85, Marthe 
is clearly delighted that her daughter is starting to flex her 
own design muscles, potentially taking the family wallpa-
pers in a new creative direction.

Sharing a cup of tea with Marthe, Jo, India Hobson 
(our photographer) and Binker was a time out of time. 
Marthe’s house is a new build (designed by her son, an-
other family architect) but is redolent of a life well lived 
amongst creative things. She has her own wallpapers on 
several walls, and her own oil paintings on top of them. 
It is an embarrassment of riches, really. Paintings of her 
children hang next to prints by Edward Bawden. Book-
shelves groan under the weight of books on design (more 
Bawden, Ravilious and the like), and pottery and architec-
ture and art are propped, here and there, next to postcards 
from exhibitions.
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“Making takes time, 
commitment and training. 
People expect to make  
their fortunes at the drop  
of a hat these days.”
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of colour is all that comes with an order, and getting near 
to that colour is a process of trial and occasional error. 
Getting customers to embrace hand printing and all of its 
attendant idiosyncrasies occasionally requires expecta-
tion management and handholding from Marthe and Jo 
and Hamilton Weston. For the rest of us, the “imperfec-
tions” of hand printing is what makes these wallpapers so 
desirable, almost as much as the designs themselves.

At a price that equates to purchasing furniture, hand-
printed wallpapers need to stand the test of time. Mar-
the began designing hers in the early 1950s, and time has 
proven them. None of her wallpapers look dated nor even 
particularly retro. They fit, instead, into that particularly 
British folk design tradition, which celebrates smaller do-
mestic subject matter, a slower pace of life and the mark of 
a hand—imperfect and perfect at the same time.

The most popular design that Marthe and Jo print is 
Chesnut. Marthe thinks she may have designed it some 60 
years or so ago. It is one of her most weightless and clas-
sic designs; fine and delicate yet robust enough to hold its 
own across metres of wall. Yet Marthe characteristically 
dismisses its top billing success with a nonchalant “it 
looks good in a photo.”

Jo and Marthe develop the brand of Marthe Armitage at 
their own pace. Marthe’s designs are now being screen 
printed onto heavy linen for curtains and cushions. As 
with everything else, the trick is to make sure they are 
printed with personality. “We made sure they kept in the 
imperfections,” says Jo. As a result the textiles have the 
same gentleness of finish as the wallpapers. With Jo’s na-
scent wallpaper designs on the horizon, the future is un-
folding for the mother and daughter duo. Their personal 
dynamic is interesting to watch: Marthe insists Jo is an 
integral part of the story, and Jo credits it all to her mother 
and talks about how “courageous it was to do what mum 
did.” Yet it is obviously a two-woman affair, if not a family 
affair. Marthe’s own children—brought up in such a cre-
ative environment—all trained as architects and artists 
themselves. Marthe’s architect son Joe has revived the 
Armitage lamp his father designed in India in the early 
1950s. It has a shade made from Marthe’s wallpaper. In 
this way, slowly, holistically, the family business grows, 
behind that brick wall next to the Thames.

As if affirming Marthe’s traditional approach, the only 
computer in her house (which she was given by a hope-
ful member of her family) is tucked away “over there.” 
The main table is given over to her latest linocut, a private 
commission for a logo. Even in its unfinished state, it is a 
live thing. Marthe’s tools lie among curls of discarded lino, 
awaiting her return to the task at hand. We finished our 
tea, patted Binker and left Marthe in good time. At age 85, 
why would you want to keep talking about all the things 
you have done, over all those years, when you could be 
back at that table doing them? 

hamiltonweston.com

Marthe cannot imagine life without creating art, without 
mark making, without drawing. She has strong opinions 
on artists having enough time and training to develop, 
having been lucky in this way herself. In fact, the notion of 
training makes Marthe sit on the edge of her chair and rat-
tle her teacup. Including art in the school curriculum and 
teaching children to draw, look and consider is close to her 
heart. From where Marthe sits, a lot of creative work is 
made public these days before it is ready. “Making takes 
time, commitment and training,” she says. “People expect 
to make their fortunes at the drop of a hat these days.”

A lot of work is also being formed, and even made, in the 
public eye—on blogs and Instagram, here, there and ev-
erywhere, instantly. According to Marthe, “It’s about not 
doing anything in a hurry. It’s the long way round.” She has 
fond memories of her National Diploma in Art and Design 
at Chelsea: “We were taught at a long table with benches. 
Down the table were different types of processes to try—
etching, textiles.”

The twist in her career came over 10 years ago, when her 
agents at Hamilton Weston asked (or rather persuaded) 
Marthe to let them represent her designs. Georgina Ham-
ilton had known of Marthe’s work: “We were introduced 
to her at a dinner party given by a client of ours, who was 
a local friend and neighbour of Marthe, and things began 
to roll. Publicity was needed. We contacted World of Inte-
riors who produced a delightful page with Marthe photo-
graphed sitting demurely amidst many of her wonderful 
designs, and the enquiries began to flow in!” Marketing 
to discerning buyers across the world has led to a steady 
stream of orders that keeps the big old press in rolling con-
dition. Her papers have been used to effect in some grand 
settings. Interior designer Ilse Crawford used them as her 
wallcovering of choice throughout the Chiswick members 
club High Road House, and fancy magazines and blogs 
have picked up on them. To see the wallpapers is to love 
them.

All the wallpapers are printed to order, and Jo can print 
six to eight rolls a day to fulfill demand. Their small studio 
is a room full of lovely light and a sense of purpose. When 
we visited, it was full of drying rolls of lovely cowslip-co-
loured wallpaper, and finished wallpapers were curling off 
the press. Stacks of small tins of ink beckoned like deli-
cious ingredients.

With the oil-based inks and hand production, colours can 
end up varied. As Jo says: “Results are wild sometimes.” 
Customers do not always expect that. Often a tiny swatch 
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